Available for all sizes of excavator, Extreme Heavy Duty (XHD) Rock Buckets will withstand far higher impact and abrasion than standard or HD spec. They are particularly important on larger machines - 20 T upwards - where machine tearout power is more than capable of destroying buckets in hard ground conditions. Whether a machine spends its days loading rubble into crushers, ripping up concrete foundations or digging rock, you will not get economic life from a standard bucket - only a specially constructed bucket will keep on top of the job.

- **Hardox 450 Centre Rib** (wider buckets only)
- **Reinforced Pivots**
- **Hardox 450 Side Reinforcer**
- **Hardened blade savers between tooth adapters**
- **Tip type teeth with a choice of sharp penetration or abrasion tips.**
- **Hardened wear ribs, sitting through side plates on larger excavator buckets.**
- **Thicker Sides**
- **Wraparound side plate on larger excavator buckets.**

*We reserve the right to change specifications and products may vary from pictures shown.*